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Scarlet: The Lunar Chronicles, Book 2

Cinder, the cyborg mechanic, returns in the second thrilling installment of the best-selling Lunar
Chronicles. She's trying to break out of prison - even though if she succeeds, she'll be the
Commonwealth's most wanted fugitive. Halfway around the world, Scarlet Benoit's grandmother is
missing. It turns out there are many things Scarlet doesn't know about her grandmother or the grave
danger she has lived in her whole life. When Scarlet encounters Wolf, a street fighter who may have
information as to her grandmother's whereabouts, she is loath to trust this stranger, but is
inexplicably drawn to him, and he to her. As Scarlet and Wolf unravel one mystery, they encounter
another when they meet Cinder. Now, all of them must stay one step ahead of the vicious Lunar
Queen Levana, who will do anything for the handsome Prince Kai to become her husband, her king,
her prisoner.
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5 STARSSCARLET was a thrilling second installment that kept me engrossed and reading faster
then I could turn the pages. Marissa Meyer's does it again in this twisted retelling of Little Red
Riding Hood like you've never seen it before!Marissa Meyer's takes this fairytale and turns it even
better then the original, with a Sci-f twist and it's own touch of originality, SCARLET brings
something so unique and truly an addicting adventure that will keep your mind racing, heart aching,
and leave you utterly and wonderfully satisfied, while keeping you eager for the next book in this
one of a kind series!I honestly didn't think I could love this second book anymore then I loved

CINDER, but boy was I wrong. While CINDER was amazing and had the start to a swoony
romance, SCARLET picked up where CINDER left off and progressed this series with a new cast of
characters along with the old ones we loved from book one. It blew me away with it's mind blowing
action and adventure, and thrilling twist that just kept coming. And we finally start to get some long
deserved answers that we desperately craved!Returning again for another epic adventure is our
beloved Cinder that's just as daring and memorable as she was the first time around. She's now a
fugitive on the run with the weight of earth and Luna bearing down upon her. Cinder has grown
somewhat from book one, but she's still unsure about herself and her capabilities of going up
against Levana and wining, but she's not letting that stop her.But sadly in this second book her and
Emperor Kai have no interaction whatsoever.

If you loved Cinder, an updated SciFi-enhanced Cinderella story, you will be thrilled with its sequel
Scarlet, which is just as original, engaging and heart-racingly spectacular and picks up right where
Cinder left off. Cinder, the teen-aged cyborg mechanic, is in prison and has only just found out that
she is the Lunar princess Selene, who almost everyone believes died in a fiery spaceship crash as
a young child. Cinder's aunt, the ruthless power-hungry Lunar Queen Levana, planned Cinder's
death in order to claim the Moon's throne for herself, and now she is plotting to take over Earth as
well, starting with the Eastern Commonwealth governed by Prince Kai. Somehow Cinder must break
out of prison to help Kai and stop her aunt, but there is an army of genetically modified human/wolf
soldiers hunting her down and poised to wreak havoc in all of Earth's major cities.Fortunately,
Cinder won't have to do it completely alone. Halfway around the world Scarlet Benoit, aka Red
Riding Hood, is searching France for her missing grandmother, a woman who knows something
about the early years of Cinder's life. Scarlet and Wolf, a street fighter with his own links to Queen
Levana, join forces with Cinder, Cinder's android friend Iko and Cinder's sleazy but ultimately useful
prison break partner "Captain" Thorne.What I love about Scarlet is how well it continues the story
and strengths of Cinder, including its thorough world building, its clever and cohesive SciFi update
on well known fairy tale characters and their stories, its plot which is both fast paced and full of
complications, and probably most important to me, its characters who are learning as they go and
having to work together even when they don't completely trust each other.
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